James H Barr III  
*Turning the feather around: My life in art*

Walter J Baynes  
*Hands on the land: A history of the Vermont landscape*

Gary T Blackman  
*Artists' gardens*

David A Clark  
*Buckskin & buffalo: The artistry of the Plains Indians*

Charles H Cochran  
*The Empire State Building*

Stephen L Debnam  
*Witness to the fifties: The Pittsburgh Photographic Library, 1950-1953*

David M Detweiler  
*Irving Gill and the architecture of reform: A study in modernist architectural culture*

Douglas A Farmer, Jr  
*Grand Central: Gateway to a million lives*

Tony Goit  
*The changing land: Between the Jordan and the sea: Aerial photographs from 1917 to the present*

Lester J Heath III  
*August Sander, 1876-1964*

Greg G Henderson  
*Vulcan's fury: Man against the volcano*

John S Holcomb  
*Art of the North American Indians: The Thaw Collection*

Norman N Jones III  
*The volcanic earth: Volcanoes and plate tectonics, past, present & future*

Patrick O Kearney  
*The American West: A new interpretive history*

Peter N Kittle  
*Antique garden ornament: Two centuries of American taste*

Eric H Larsen  
*20twenty: [A photographic exhibition]*

Eugene R Lendler  
*Masterworks of European painting in the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston*

Philip C Lucas  
*A passion for performance: Sarah Siddons and her portraitists*

Alexander E McCarthy  
*Masters of jazz guitar*

J Robert Peacock  
*Faces of archaeology in Greece: Caricatures by Piet de Jong*

James L Price  
*One universe: At home in the cosmos*

David L Salsbury  
*The Navajo verb system: An overview*

David A Seidman  
*Native American literatures: An encyclopedia of works, characters, authors and themes*

Barnard Simmons  
*Still waters: Images 1971-1999*
Robert A Snowden, Jr *Artie Shaw: A musical biography and discography*

David M Sobel *The American tintype*

Ocie L Sydnor *The movie book*

John F Twist III *Voyages of discovery: Three centuries of natural history exploration*

Allan W Wall Jr *A shared vision: The Garman Ryan Collection at The New Art Gallery Walsall*

Richard H Weeks *Edward Hopper: The watercolors*

John C Wickliffe *Indian dances of North America: Their importance to Indian life*

Derek R Wolshonak *A meditation of fire: the art of James C. Watkins*

Eric J Morgenthal *A to Z of Native American women*

Allan R Meyers *Painters, patrons, and identity: Essays in Native American art*

Samuel G Saunders Jr *Where the echo began: And other oral traditions from southwestern Alaska*

James J. Lipsky *Oxford Illustrated Companion to Medicine*

Jeffrey E. LeVeen *A Nation Challenged: A Visual History of 9/11 and Its Aftermath*

Robert B. Mogy *Modern Architecture and Other Essays*

George C. Cooley *Raphael and His Age: Drawings from the Palais des Beaux-Arts, Lille*

Philip Ward Basquin *Shakespeare in Art*

Lewin G. Joel III *Julian Schnabel: Malerei/Paintings, 1978-2003*

David R. Sigelman *Images of the New Berlin*

Guy Christopher Z. Mhone *The Seventy Great Inventions of the Ancient World*

W. George Gosline *Art for Yale: Collecting for a New Century*

Scott S. Wadler *Images of a Journey: India in Diaspora*

Jeff R. Freirich *Rings: Jewelry of power, love and loyalty*

Michael Joseph Machan *Japanese Bamboo Baskets: Meiji, Modern, Contemporary*

Steven J. Goldthwait *African Air*
Dan Evan Morgenroth  
*Gustave Caillebotte*

Wayne N. Wadhams  
*The Man with Kaleidoscope Eyes*

Jeffrey Ward Spencer  
*Heat Waves in a Swamp: The Paintings of Charles Burchfield*

W. Boyd Barrick, II  
*Harlem: A Century in Images*

James B. Davis, Jr.  
*Remembering Fenway Park: An Oral and Narrative History of the Home of the Boston Red Sox*

Donald S. Hayden  
*Set in Style: The Jewelry of Van Cleef & Arpels*

James J. Lewis  
*A Picture of Cornwall: Contemporary Artists and the Inspirational Landscape*

Gary L. Blaich  
*Tony Duquette, Hutton Wilkinson: Jewelry*

Frank E. Couper  
*Peoples on Parade: Exhibitions, Empire, and Anthropology in Nineteenth Century Britain*

John M. Weigel  
*Earth Meets Spirit: A Photographic Journey Through the Sacred Landscape*

Jonathan G. Doll  
*Thomas Wyatt: The Heart's Forest*

Lew C. Sayers, Jr.  
*Almost Home: The Public Landscapes of Gertrude Jekyll*

Jannik S. von Rosenvinge  
*Time, History, and Literature: Selected Essays of Erich Auerbach*

Gerald D. Parkinson  
*Van Gogh: Repetitions*

Sherman R. Fredrickson  
*Ben Nicholson: Art and Life, 1920-1931*

J. Lawrence Hall  
*The Fortunes of Africa: A 5000-Year History of Wealth, Greed, and Endeavour*

John F. Jewett, Jr.  
*Black Spokane: The Civil Rights Struggle in the Inland Northwest*

Gary L. Brooks  
*Goya: Order & Disorder*

Michael J. Sprando  
*The Infinite Image: Art, Time and the Aesthetic Dimension in Antiquity*

William K. Kendall  
*Legions of Peace: UN Peacekeepers from the Global South*

George B. Merrill  
*Flora Illustrata: Great Works from the LuEsther T. Mertz Library of the New York Botanical Garden*

George E. Moore  
*Eye of the Beholder: Johannes Vermeer, Antoni van Leeuwenboek, and the Reinvention of Seeing*
Gregory P. Fetler  
*Magritte: Life Line*

John W. Mrozak Jr.  
*Tomb and Temple: Re-imagining the Sacred Buildings of Jerusalem*

Thomas P. Russian  
*Van Gogh and Music: A Symphony in Blue and Yellow*

Robert D. Haslach  
*Valley Forge*

Robert C. Larson  
*Accessory to War: The Unspoken Alliance Between Astrophysics and the Military*

J. McLeod Soper  
*The Colonial Politics of Global Health: France and the United Nations in Postwar Africa*

John C. Everett Jr  
*Civil War Barons: The Tycoons, Entrepreneurs, Inventors, and Visionaries Who Forged Victory and Shaped a Nation*

David S. King  
*Seapower States: Maritime Culture, Continental Empires and the Conflict that Made the Modern World*

Steven Reiss  
*Philosophy, Writing, and the Character of Thought*

Malcolm A. Cross Jr.  
*European Literatures in Britain, 1815-1832: Romantic Translations*

Peter C. Ginder  
*Making Things: Jay Baker Architects*

Dirk W. de Roos  
*Women of Fortune: Money, Marriage and Murder in Early Modern England*

David G. Englebretson  
*Germany's Ancient Pasts: Archaeology and Historical Interpretation Since 1700*

Land L. Washburn  
*50 Studies Every Psychiatrist Should Know*

Paul E. Boymel  
*Do You See Ice? Inuit and Americans at Home and Away*

Allan G. Johnson  
*Becoming Property: Art, Theory and Law in Early Modern France*

Donald J. Clausing  
*Storm of the Sea: Indians and Empires in the Atlantic’s Age of Sail*

Peter Godfrey  
*Ornamentalism*